


Discover Barcelona!

We offer you an exciting APP for your stay in Barcelona that 

will allow you to explore the city on your own with an 

interactive guide on your phone and discover points of 

interest but most of all to choose from 500 partner 

businesses (restaurants, hotels, apartments, transport, 

rentals, excursions and events).  The discounts provided most 

of the year vary from 5% up to 20%. You can save money 

while visiting the city and receive messages on your APP, that 

will inform you about our partners nearby so you can decide 

whether to use their services at convenient conditions or to 

continue with your itinerary. 

Welcome to Barcelona is based in Barcelona with 

assistance office and multilingual staff.

Calle Jupi n° 4 – Barcelona 08002

Ph: +34 933883639  WhatsApp: +34 639085523

E-mail: info@welcometobarcelona.info

mailto:info@welcometobarcelona.info


A GUIDE THAT MAKES YOU VISIT THE CITY BY SAVING

Pop Guide Barcelona is a real interactive guide that gives you many advantages but above all it notifies you when you are close to our 

partners with a practical message. As you explore Barcelona, thanks to the audio guides and information about the subway and bus, you 

can decide in which restaurant you want to eat, which excursion you want to join or book for a transfer service or rent a bike/scooter and 

take gain exclusive discounts and benefits.
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POP Guide provides offline 

navigation and a self-guided 

audio tour in all Barcelona.

POP Guide is innovative and will 

enrich your city experience in the 

following ways:

* Geolocalisation and navigation to 

any Point of Interest (POI) is 

possible offline, therefore avoiding 

expensive roaming charges

* Audio commentary about a POI is 

given by two famous local historical 

figures, played by native voice 

actors

* The audio commentary for each 

POI, focusing on curiosities and 

stories mixed with historical info.
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Pop Guide, thanks to Welcome to 

Barcelona collaboration with local

partners, offers interesting discounts 

and advantages in many commercial 

activities and services in Barcelona.

✓ Restaurants

✓ Car / bike / scooter rental

✓ Hotels

✓ Tourist apartments

✓ Gift shops

✓ Tickets museums, sporting events

✓ Transfers to/from airport

✓ Excursions and activities

✓ Multi language Tourist guides

✓ Clubs
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For only 5€ you will have unlimited 

access to the APP by choosing the 

preferred language.

After downloading the application 

you can activate it in the following 

ways:

➢ Online 

➢ Hotels and partner activities

➢ Welcome to Barcelona office

➢ By calling +34 393883639

➢ Whatsapp +34 639085523

You can pay by credit / debit / 

rechargeable card.



Users guide in Simple Steps

1 The first step is to Download POP Guide App on Google 

Play or Apple store > Accept Terms & Coditions > .
2 Scan your code or insert user name and password

Tip: Remember to have your GPS Position enabled.



Users guide in Simple Steps

3 You’re almost there!> Download the map in your

prefferred language > 



Users guide in Simple Steps

4 Check out a quick tutorial on how to use the app> You

can see the points of interest that also have an audio 

guide file on them> 



Users guide in Simple Steps

The flag will show you all the Star Points. 

Here you can find the best restaurants, 

excursions, venues, info points and 

many more.
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Users guide in Simple Steps

6 There are 4 most significant bus lines 

and one self-guided walking tour



Users guide in Simple Steps

Under this symbol you can find all the 

points of interest in an easy to use list.
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Users guide in Simple Steps

Whenever you find a point that interests you and 

you are within limits of  Barcelona city , the app will

calculate the route to get there by feet or by car

8 This app will also help you to find the closest star points. Whenever

you’re close to an important point the app will send you a notification.



Users guide in Simple Steps

Now.. I bet you want

to know more about

points of interest and 

star points. The star 

points will inform you

about the excursions

that are available in 

the area (book online 

via link), restaurants, 

experiences to do.

The points of interest include an 

audio file based on your preferred

language, a description of the point 

and history. 

You can also book the experiences

that include this point online by 

clicking the link below



Our sales offices & agents:

Italy United Kingdom Latvia & Russia España

11 Travel Group
Via Roma 93

09126 Cagliari

+39 0704670975

info@11-online.com

11 Travel Group
Elina Krecere

+44 2033000639

uk@11-online.com

Aleturs Sia
Katerina Marcenkova

+371 27145045

katerina@aleturs.com

A.P. TURISMO
Calle Jupi n° 4

08002 Barcelona

+34 933883639

info@welcometobarcelona.info
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